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I 
f you came across a reference to a Level 2 Model 1 
performance level B door in a hollow metal door 

specification and did not know what it is, would 
you know where to find the explanation? Or how 
about a reference to a TR-1 Lacquer in a wood door 
specification? There are many reference manuals in 
our industry that should be a part of your library 
resources. In this Tech Tip we will briefly review 
some of the more commonly used industry publica-
tions that will be useful reference materials over the 
course of your career.

Information on Aluminum Storefront material can 
be found in a publication titled Aluminum Storefront 
and Entrance Manual published by the American 
Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA). 
This manual covers terminology, design, hard-
ware, engineering and specifications for Aluminum 
Storefront Doors. You can find more information on 
their website, www.aamanet.org.

Wood door specification guidelines can be 
found in two publications by the Window and 
Door Manufacturers Association (WDMA); I.S. 1-A 
Architectural Wood Flush Doors and I.S. 6A for 
Architectural Stile and Rail Doors. These standards 
provide quality levels for the function, performance 
and aesthetics of wood door construction. The answer 
to the question about TR-1 finish is found in both 
of the WDMA publications. www.wdma.com will 
provide more information about these standards.

 The Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) 
also has a standard with sections for wood doors in 
their publication Architectural Woodwork Quality 
Standards. Most of the standard is referenced by the 
millwork and carpentry trades however one of the 
sections include information on wood door construc-
tion similar to that found in the WDMA standards, 
such as finishes, veneer, tolerances and veneer quali-
ties. The AWI website is www.awinet.org.

Hollow metal has two organizations with refer-
ence material publications. The Steel Door Institute 

(SDI) publishes their A250 series of standards titled 
Fact File which is for standard steel doors and frames, 
comprised of different standards and technical data 
classified into various relevant subject publications. 
It is a comprehensive manual referencing aspects of 
hollow metal including, testing criteria, material and 
construction details, installation and troubleshoot-
ing as well as other technical data. The answer to the 
question in the opening paragraph of this article about 
where you find a level 2 model 1 performance level B 
door and what it is can be found in this SDI Fact File. It 
is listed in their A250.8 Recommended Specifications 
for Standard Steel Doors and Frames. Many of their 
technical documents can be downloaded at no cost 
from their website www.steeldoor.org.

The other hollow metal organization with reference 
resource material is the Hollow Metal Manufacturers 
Association (HMMA) Division of the National 
Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers 
(NAAMM). Their standards are the resource for 
custom hollow metal. The standards comprise publi-
cations classified into various subject matter relevant 
to the construction, testing criteria, performance clas-
sifications, specifications and other custom hollow 
metal value assignations. www.hollowmetal.org will 
bring you to their website where they also have tech-
nical documents that can be downloaded for free.

Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association 
(BHMA) publishes the A156 series set of standards. 
This series comprises over 32 different performance 
standards of hardware classification sections cover-
ing criteria defining appropriate operation, perfor-
mance, physical properties, testing and other values 
of specific builders hardware products. In these 
standards you will find a product numbering and 
grading system. Typically government specifications 
will use BHMA classification systems rather than 
specific manufacturer’s product references to ensure 
a fair representation of manufacturer’s products that 
can be used on a project using these criteria as a 
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You will earn 3 CEP points by reading the article and answering the problems. Upon completion, copy or detach this page, fill in the form below, and 
submit your answers by mailing or faxing the page to DHI.

Door and Hardware Institute
Education and Technical Services Department
14150 Newbrook Drive, Suite 200, Chantilly, VA 20151-2232
703/222-2010; Fax: 703/222-2410

Name:  ___________________________________________________ DHI ID number: ___________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ______________________________________  State: _____________________  Zip: _______________________

Phone:  __________________________________________________________________________________________

Retain a copy of this exercise for your Continuing Education renewal application. Answers to these problems will be  
posted on our website (www.dhi.org) on the first day of the next month following the issue month of the magazine.
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1. HMMA is a Division of what organization?

  _____________________________________________

2.  Which standards would typically be used in a 
government specification?

  _____________________________________________

3.  What organization has technical information about 
Aluminum Storefront material?

  _____________________________________________

4. WDMA is an acronym for what organization?

  _____________________________________________

5.  HMMA is the reference resource for ________ 
hollow metal and SDI is the reference resource for 
_________ hollow metal? Fill in the blanks.

To acquire CEP points, answer the following questions:

standard of quality, design and function. An example 
of a door closer utilizing this BHMA standard might 
be found in a specification written as a CO2021 which 
indicates the closer is a grade 1 surface mounted paral-
lel arm closer with a cover, made of the manufacturer’s 
standard material. Consulting the standards will 
reveal the appropriate values of the numbering and 
classification system. More information is available at 
the BHMA website, www.buildershardware.com.

All of these publications could be a part of your 

reference library. If questions arise regarding product 
specifications, you may need a written resource of 
information to support why a product is supplied and 
proof that it meets specifications. A resource publica-
tion gives you a firm foundation of support if you find 
the need to prove a position or for general information. 
You can find information about these publications at 
the various organization websites. You can resource 
most of these organizations from the DHI website 
ww.dhi.org on industry links.
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1.  HMMA is a Division of what organization?

  HMMA (Hollow Metal Manufacturers Association) 
is a Division of NAAMM the National Association 
of Architectural Metal Manufacturers.

2.  Which standards would typically be used 
in a government specification?

  BHMA A156 series would typically be 
used in a government specification.

3.  What organization has technical information 
about Aluminum Storefront material?

  AAMA American Architectural Manufacturers 
Association has technical information 
about Aluminum Storefront material.

4.  WDMA is an acronym for what organization?

 Window and Door Manufacturers Association

5.  HMMA is the reference resource for ________ 
hollow metal and SDI is the reference resource 
for _________ hollow metal? Fill in the blanks.

  HMMA is the reference resource for custom 
hollow metal and SDI is the reference resource 
for standard hollow metal?  Fill in the blanks

To acquire CEP points, answer the following questions:

Door and Hardware Institute
Education and Technical Services Department
14150 Newbrook Drive, Suite 200, Chantilly, VA 20151-2232
703/222-2010; Fax: 703/222-2410
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